
Hi There! These notes were taken by Jessica Chambers, VP Communications. I apologize if anything was confusing, please email 
psa.western@gmail.com if you need clarification, or we can refer you to a professor if you have any more questions! Thanks for 
your interest!

Grad School Seminar notes:

Adam Harmes: Graduate Chair.
Joanna Quinn: Grad Committee
Andrew Sancton: Local Government Public Administration
Milan: MA Student
Carla: MA Student

MA Program:
- calendar year, three semesters
- Normally: 3 courses in fall and winter, writing Master's research paper (MRP) in the summer. 50 Pages.
- not a full thesis. literature review framed as an argument
- other uwo departments you write a thesis.
- less numerically, but reading and work is SIGNIFICANTLY higher. all seminar classes.
- thus, don't work full time.
- Thesis option: second semester you only take 1 course, and you start your thesis. 100 Pages
- But I should have a Thesis for a PhD right? No, Thesis option carries a much higher risk of not completing on time. 
- whether you do MRP or Thesis makes NO difference. Not looking for that, looking for more.
- higher grade point average, 83% to do thesis option.
- Public and Private sectors, researchers in banks and investment firms, media, producers/researchers at CBC.
- Thesis or MRP? It makes no difference.

PhD Program:
- first year course work, 2 semesters, 3 courses.
- prep: comprehensive exams. Major and Minor. IR, Comparative, Canadian, Local government.
- this is what you would be trained to teach in.
- exams written in second year
- go on to write a thesis, book length. spend the rest of the time doing that.
- ideal universe: 4 years. normally 6 years or more.
- most universities will have this format. 
- UK has only dissertation, 2 years of course work, ect.

ALL have funding. Guaranteed TA position at UWO. Scholarships often automatic, can have tuition covered.
Depends on letters, grades. PhD probably get $10,000 per year, more stuff over and above.

Writing sample: should this be the same as your research interests?
- it should be well written, grammar, spelling, thesis statement.
- if its on the same field, that would be ideal. 
- if you apply for theory and your submit an IR paper, then its not bad or good. try to stay as close as possible.
- strong writing sample is more important
- for example, if you are taking international relations in 3rd year, then you take local government in 4th year and you love it, 
explain that in your letter! It happens all the time, and it makes sense.

MPA (Masters in Public Administration) Local Government Program:
- Not eligible for TA position, take a lot more courses
- a lot get scholarships to pay for tuition.
- more APPLIED degree. think they want to be academic, MPA is not the degree to take.
- its possible to go on to get PhD, but most go with MA to get a PhD. 
- you can also get a MA in local government. thus, lots of options for you.
- Niche MPA: focused on Local Government. Sancton says that if your interested in these programs, interested in IR, provincial, 
federal, then you would be better off at another institution. there are some people who aren't that interested in local government 
that have enjoyed it.
- 1970s: federal government provided money to get municipal managers better equipped, then expanded to MPA. opened it up to 
people that didn't have experience. It is highly desirable to have taken urban development, local government, something thats 
related to the program.
- still oriented to part time students, schedule reflects that: 2 courses a week, late in afternoon (facilitates commuters) and rest of 
courses taken on weekend scheduled for part time.
- you are in classes with people that do the job that you want to do! Exposure to the real world of public administration.
- internship programs are not run directly, but students have done a very well getting these jobs.
- because of the market, the program doesn't guarantee employment in public service, but generally students are successful.
- composition: weekly courses (usually 2 for full time) are mostly full time students, non-professional, also include MA and PhD 
Political Science. Weekend courses include part time students, those that are already working.



Graduate Committees:
- grades matter!
- some looking at entire undergrad grades. 
- at PhD level, it gets opened up more
- if deciding between a and b, they open it up to see if there was improvement.
- some universities look only at last 2 years, not uwo.
- some have 2 stage process: go to faculty of grad school and then the department. sometimes they act as initial screen.
- committee won't actually learn about you or your special circumstances, if you don't have the numerical number, you won't make 
it to the committee. waste of money if your average doesn't make it
- this is not how it works at western! 
- take grades, reference letters, statements of intent. 
- at MA level, grades are the number 1 thing to look at. care about statement of intent.
- other universities will try to balance intake, same amount of IR and Canadian ect. but not at Western.
- want to know that your focused. Don't be vague. Trying to get the impression that you are there for a purpose.
- BUT you aren't held to what you say in your intent letter, you can change your mind.
- BUT they will know if you pose as a Canadianist if your really interested in IR…
- looking for coherent sentences: no spelling errors! if you can't write, then beware…
- write a bit about why you want to come to western: local government speciality, transitional justice centre, ect.
- write about courses, faculty research, supervisory research (especially important at PhD committee)
- will take some with a potential supervisor over someone with none but has higher grades
- should be thinking about PEOPLE, not INSTITUTIONS. ranking doesn't matter in the end. if your doing degree in polisci, there is 
only one thing thats important: the people that are in the program your interested in. Sancton gets suspicious when they say they 
'are a good university'. who's there? who do you want to work for/with? once again, more important at PhD level, but they also 
understand mobility issues. (London Locals)
- committees look at a lot of files. Make sure your introduction sentence of your statement of interest is fantastic!

Reference Letters:
- someone that taught you, knows you, got good marks.
- 300 person class with the best marks is not ideal.
- first question to ask: understand that they will write 150-200 letters. 
- want to make sure that they can write you a good letter. Professor needs to have positive experiences.
- most have a list they need from you: complete the forms, fill in all information. they don't really want to do that for you, CV, 
resume, remind the prof about what you got in their class, cover letter with where you are applying to.
- stamps! address mailing labels. Make it really easy for you.
- they are much more charitable if you make it easy.
- 2-3 is the standard. MA you need to ask political science professors, maybe others for a third letter.
- BUT if its a really good class and you did exceptionally well, then it looks even better!
- get your face in your class! Professors LOVE keeners! But don't go to office hours every week. :)
- weighting of professors? better if the prof has PhD over a TA, a PhD student, ect. 
- someone in political science is better than sociology professor for example.
- there are people that are sessional instructor. they are not professors for the long term. the term 'professor' is better.
- for example: the Canadian political science world is smaller, committees will know who the person is.
- professors don't like to apply to 50 schools either. make a decision.

*if you are applying from Western and you have great reference letters, then the committee doesn't have to look at your statement 
of interest. But if you apply from another university, the essay is more important.*

How many accepted?
- MA: 25-28
- PhD: 5-8.
- Western is medium sized. (U of T = 25 PhD)
- MPA: 20 full time.

Law or MA?
- Law is good in terms of practicality. but a lot go into law for the wrong reasons
- lifestyle thing. 
- practical politics. percentage of MPs that are lawyers is very high
- but if you don't like studying it, then you probably won't like being a lawyer!
- looking for in depth study of things. What do you want to do? Then focus your program this way.
- 'theoretically driven program'
- this is NOT a fifth year of undergrad. 
- its ok if a masters isn't good for you, something will be.
- think about careers your interested in, and find someone that actually has that job, and ask them about their educational path. 
and make sure you have a few paths just in case you can't get where you wanted to be.
- do not say your doing an MA because you want to be a lawyer…

is it 'academic suicide' to get your BA, MA, and PhD at the same institution?



- yes
- intellectual development.
- don't do your MA where you plan to get your PhD.
- if you need to live in Toronto, its probably not a good idea to do your PhD at York or U of T
- there are tons of exceptions. don't want 'academic inbreeding'

What is the most popular:
- IR is the most popular, but many combine with Theory, Canadian, ect.

Competitive Average:
- depends on university, but at Western its 83-84.
- GPA 3.54, top 10% of graduating class (MA student saying from U of T, people that got this: 700)

MA Students: Why Western?
- Go to the schools! personality bond is likely.
- Didn't want to go to Laurier because he didn't get along with a  faculty member
- funding: Western funds VERY well! How much do you get paid as a TA?
- biggest difference to undergrad? more time management, especially for TA. need to prep for tutorial.
- more time consuming, but you'll be fine. discipline. 
- classes are not lectures, no space to be shy. need to be able to speak with confidence.
- writing level is much higher. 
- why not law school: got into Ottawa, lawyer let him look at his work, didn't want to get involved in separation of work. He couldn't 
do it. not the type to say after 5pm, your done.
- recommends talking to a lawyer, the lifestyle is not the same as what you'd think.

PhD student: 
- really need to like where you are. Living there for four years
- came for Professor specifically.
- Western undergrad, took year off to travel, went to Queens for MA.
- why not law school? wrong reasons, purely about money.
- drop out rate for PhD is around 50%.. no structure, its all you. you need to like what you do.


